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Offshore wind power plants are under construction worldwide, and concerns about the
adverse effects of underwater noise generated during their construction on the marine
environment are increasing. As part of an environmental impact assessment, underwater
noise generated by impact pile driving was measured during the construction of an
offshore wind farm off the southwest coast of Korea. The sound exposure levels of
impact pile driving noise were estimated as a function of distance and compared with
those predicted by a damped cylindrical spreading model and broadband parabolic
equation simulation. Source level at 1 m was estimated to be in a range of 183–184 dB
re 1µPa2s in the sound exposure level based on the model predictions and it tended to
decrease by 21log r as the distance increased. Finally, the spatial distribution of impact
pile driving noise was predicted. This result, if combined with noise-induced damage
thresholds for marine life, may be used to assess the effects of wind farm construction
on marine ecosystems.

Keywords: impact pile driving, underwater ambient noise, sound propagation, acoustic modeling, marine
environment

INTRODUCTION

As global interest in renewable energy has increased, technologies to exploit wind energy are
actively being developed. As onshore wind farms are often accompanied by landscape damage
and noise, offshore wind power generation has been considered an attractive alternative. There
are several foundation types of offshore wind turbine construction such as monopiles, tripods,
steel jackets, suction caisson, gravity-based structure and floating (Sánchez et al., 2019; Tsouvalas,
2020). Among them, processes involving percussive pile driving produce underwater noise with
extremely high sound pressure levels. Recently, it has been reported that impact pile driving noise
may be responsible for negative effects on marine life, including marine mammals (Nehls et al.,
2007; Kastelein et al., 2013; Leunissen and Dawson, 2018; Leunissen et al., 2019) and fish (Nedwell
et al., 2003; Casper et al., 2013; Bagocius, 2015; Hawkins and Popper, 2017). Several studies have
been conducted to investigate the mechanism of impact pile driving noise and its propagation
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properties (Reinhall and Dahl, 2011; Tsouvalas, 2020). In
addition, there have been efforts to present the standards for
measurement, analysis, and prediction of the noise and to prepare
the criteria for the assessing noise impacts on marine ecosystems
(Oestman et al., 2009; Ainslie, 2011; de Jong et al., 2011; Hawkins
and Popper, 2014; Robinson et al., 2014; Dahl et al., 2015;
International Organization for Standardization [ISO], 2017b;
National Marine Fisheries Service [NMFS], 2018; Southall et al.,
2019).

Compressional wave generated by hammer strikes from
impact pile driving is Mach wave of which the speed exceeds the
sound speed in water (Reinhall and Dahl, 2011). Beginning at
the top of the pile, a compressional wave propagates downward
with a sound speed cp, in a conical radiation pattern in water. The
launch angle θw of the Mach cone is given by Reinhall and Dahl
(2011).

θw = sin−1 cw

cp
, (1)

where cw is the sound speed in the water medium. The Mach
wave is then reflected from the end of the pile and again from the
top of the pile. Additional reflections continue to occur at both
ends of the pile. For this reason, the propagation pattern of pile
driving noise differs from that of an omnidirectional single-point
source. Generally, sound propagation in water is a function of
distance, with a form of Nlog r, where r is the distance in meters
from a sound source and N is a spreading constant that depends
on the ocean environment; for example, 10log r for cylindrical
spreading in shallow water and 20log r for spherical spreading
in deep water (Jensen et al., 2011). However, this simple formula
does not consider range-dependent ocean environments and the
geoacoustic properties of sediment, which can have a strong
influence on sound propagation in ocean waveguides.

Several efforts have been made to predict the propagation
of the impact pile driving noise (e.g., Workshop COMPILE
I and II). First-generation models using parabolic equation
(PE), normal mode, wavenumber integration and energy flux-
based methods for long-range propagation and finite element
and finite difference methods for short-range propagation had
relatively good predictions of noise propagation (Reinhall and
Dahl, 2011; Zampolli et al., 2013; Fricke and Rolfes, 2015;
Schecklman et al., 2015; Lippert et al., 2016; Tsouvalas, 2020).
Tsouvalas and Metrikine (2013) proposed a second-generation
model that considered the elastic properties of sediments in
pile driving acoustics. These numerical models require complex
calculations, relatively long computation times, and accurate
environmental information. Zampolli et al. (2013) proposed
a simpler alternative, the damped cylindrical spreading model
(DCSM), which can predict depth-averaged noise levels as a
function of distance. It is given by:

L̃E (r) = L̃E (r1)−10log10

(
r
r1

)
−αr, (2)

where L̃E (r) is the depth-averaged sound exposure level, r1 is the
reference distance and α is the decay factor in a unit of dB/m. The
decay factor is the environmental variable containing the effects
of the bottom reflection coefficient, water column depth, incident

angle to the water-sediment interface, and Weston’s beam shift,
which is a function of frequency (Weston and Tindle, 1979). The
accuracy of the DCSM is reportedly high, although the decay
factor does not consider range-dependent ocean environments
(Lippert et al., 2018).

As mentioned above, there have been many studies to measure
and analyze the impact pile driving noise and to understand the
propagation characteristics as a function of distance and depth.
However, the acoustic properties of the impact pile driving noise
may vary depending on the type of pile used and the difference
in the local ocean environment. Recently, offshore wind farms
have being constructed at several locations around the Korean
peninsula. As part of studies to evaluate the effect of pile driving
noise on marine ecosystems, measurements of pile driving noise
were made on the southwest coast of Korea during construction
of an offshore wind farm in 2017 and 2018. The measurements
were conducted as a function of range at distances of 100–2,100
m from the pile, and the measured noise levels were compared
to model predictions obtained from the DCSM and a broadband
PE simulation using a range-dependent acoustic model (RAM)
(Collins, 1993).

This paper is organized as follows. Section “Acoustic
Measurements” provides description of acoustic measurements.
The analysis results of the measured impact pile driving
noise are given in section “Results,” and the comparisons
with prediction results from the DCSM and broadband PE
simulation are provided in section “Comparison With Model
Predictions.” Finally, summary and discussion are provided in
section “Summary and Discussion.”

ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS

Measurements of underwater noise, including impact piling
driving noise, were made in September 2017 at the construction
site for an offshore wind farm at 35.49◦N, 126.33◦E, which is
approximately 10 km from the Gusipo Port on the southwest
coast of Korea, and additional sub-experiment was conducted
the same site in April 2018 (Figure 1A). Twenty offshore wind
turbines were planned for the “Southwest offshore wind farm.”
The measurements of pile driving noise were first made for wind
turbine 6 on 2017. The piles of wind turbines 1 and 8 had been
already installed 0.8 and 1.6 km, respectively, from the site of
wind turbine 6. One wind turbine consisted of four jacket piles.
In the case of turbine 6, piles were driven in the order of B2,
A1, A2, and B1 using a hydraulic hammer (DKH-16, PILEMER)
(Figure 1B). The distance from the pile to the measurement
point was measured using a laser range finder (1200S, Nikon)
and GPS equipment (GPS850, Ascen). The receiver system
was a vertical-line array consisting of three omnidirectional
hydrophones (TC-4014, RESON) deployed from the side of a
small fishing vessel. The deployment depths of each hydrophone
were 3, 5, and 7 m above the water-sediment interface. The
receiving voltage sensitivity of hydrophone was –186 dB re 1
V/µPa (± 2 dB) with an almost flat frequency response over a
frequency band between 30 Hz and 100 kHz. A depth sensor
(DR-1050, RBR) was positioned 0.4 m above each hydrophone
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to monitor the deployment depth during the measurements.
The bathymetry was measured using a portable depth recorder
(Speedtech, KSPSM5A-3) as well as the echo sounder of the
vessel. Water depth at the piling position was ∼12 m, which
decreased slightly to ∼10 m at 2,100 m to the east. Sound-speed
profiles measured by conductivity-temperature-depth (Minos X,
AML Oceanographic) casts remained almost constant, in the
range of 1,527–1,532 m/s. Analysis of grab samples collected from
surficial sediment at the site indicated a bottom consisting of fine
sand with a mean grain size of 4.0φ, where φ = log2(d/d0), d is
the grain diameter, and d0 is a reference length of 1 mm.

Measurements were first made as a function of strike number
for pile B2 at a point ∼640 m away from the pile after anchoring
the vessel (blue circles in Figure 1A). Next, impact pile driving
noise as a function of range was measured at distances of 112, 288,
520, 695, 884, and 2,077 m, while drifting the vessel in an easterly
direction (red circles in Figure 1A). Acoustic data at distances of
112, 288, and 520 m were measured during piling work for pile
A1. Pile A2 corresponded to distances of 695 and 884, and pile
B1 corresponded to 2,077 m.

The second additional measurements were performed in
April 2018 to acquire the time-separated multipath arrivals of
impact piling driving noise. The measurements were made on
a turbine 17 using the same 3-channel hydrophone array used
in 2017 and the distance from the pile ranged from 15 to 24
m (magenta circles in Figure 1A). All acoustic measurements
were conducted in accordance with an international standard
and guide (Robinson et al., 2014; International Organization for
Standardization [ISO], 2017b) with the vessel engine off.

The maximum stroke strength of the piston and the potential
energy were 2,000 mm and 284 kN-m, respectively, and the
impact energy of 142 kN-m was constant during the installation
of four piles except for a few strokes at the beginning of each pile
installation. The length of the pile was 80.7 m, with a diameter 0.9
m, and the pile material was a structural steel (S355). According
to several manufacturers, the density ρp of the structure steel
S355 is reported in the range of 7,700 and 7,850 kg/m3, but
there are few reports on the sound speed. The density and the
compressional sound speed cp of 7,700 kg/m3 and 5,950 m/s,
used by Zampolli et al. (2013) for their model prediction were
used in this paper. Because the sound speed in the pile is much
higher than that of water, it was expected that the Mach wave was
transmitted down through the pile and radiated into the water
medium at an angle of∼14.9◦C.

Pile driving produces an impulse-shaped waveform, and
therefore, it can be characterized using sound exposure level LE
and peak sound pressure level LP, which measure the total energy
for the duration of exposure and the maximum zero-to-peak
pressure of the exposure signal, respectively. These are given by:

LE = 10log10

(
Ep

Ep,0

)
,where Ep =

∫ t2

t1

p2 (t) dt (3)

Lp = 20log10

(ppk

p0

)
, (4)

where p(t) and ppk are the measured pressure signal and its
peak absolute value, respectively. p0 is a reference value of sound

pressure (equal to 1µPa) and Ep,0 = 1µPa2s is the reference
value of the time-integrated squared sound pressure. t1 and
t2 are the start and end points of time window, respectively,
for consideration of the exposure duration (International
Organization for Standardization [ISO], 2017a).

The spectrum of pile driving noise can be expressed in energy
spectral density (ESD), which is commonly used to describe
impulsive-type signals, and the ambient noise is expressed in
power spectral density (PSD):∫

P (t)2dt =
∫ fmax

0
E
(
f
)

df (5)

1
T

∫
P (t)2dt =

∫ fmax

0
P
(
f
)

df (6)

where E
(
f
)

is the ESD in units of µPa2sec/Hz and P
(
f
)

is PSD
in µPa2/Hz (Carey, 2006). Here, a time duration of 1 s was used
in the ESD analysis, making the ESD of impact pile driving noise
directly comparable to the PSD of ambient noise.

RESULTS

Acoustic Properties of Pile Driving Noise
The waveform of pile driving noise consisted of several Mach
waves propagating downward and upward along the pile,
producing an axisymmetric and cone-shaped acoustic field called
a Mach cone (Reinhall and Dahl, 2011). The first phase is a
down-going cone that arrives first with the highest amplitude, the
second phase is a Mach cone traveling upward and originating
from a reflection of the first down-going Mach wave at the end
of the pile, and the third phase is another reflection from the
top of the pile, reproducing the downward wave. Additional
subsequent phases are also generated, but they are negligible
owing to the superposition of reflection loss at the pile-bottom
interface (Reinhall and Dahl, 2011). The first phase separated in
time from the subsequent phases can generally be measured in
the range of less than H/tan(θw), where H is the water depth
(Reinhall and Dahl, 2011). Because the measurements of impact
pile driving noise at the distance satisfying this condition were
not made during the construction of turbine 6, the measurements
of the time-resolved the first-phase waveform were conducted
in April 2018. In our case, which corresponds to a water depth
of ∼12 m, it is expected that it can be measured at distances
of less than 45 m. The time lag between first and third phases,
which can be estimated by dividing twice the pile length by the
compressional sound speed, was estimated to be 25.2 ms for the
pile length of the turbine 17 (75.12 m), assuming a reported pile
sound speed of 5,950 m/s (Zampolli et al., 2013). However, the
time lag between the first and second phases depends on the
penetration depth of the pile into the sediment (Reinhall and
Dahl, 2011). In our case, the time lag between the first and second
phases are predicted to increase from ∼2.6 to 15.8 ms as the
wetted pile length increases. Wetted pile length means the length
of the pile immersed in water and sediment. Figure 2A shows
an ensemble average of 55 waveforms acquired by a hydrophone
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Location of “Southwest offshore wind farm” located on the southwest coast of Korea and layout of twenty offshore wind turbines. Black squares
indicate wind turbines that are either completed or under construction and gray squares indicate the expected locations for wind turbine installation. Circles represent
measurement points. (B) Photograph of wind turbine construction. (Inset) Schematic diagram of wind turbine 6 consisting of four piles (A1, A2, B1, and B2).

placed 4 m above the water-sediment interface in April 2018.
Three thick black lines are the estimated first, second and third
phases in this order. Red and magenta dashed lines are the first-
phase waveform, weighted by –0.7 and 0.3, with time delays of
12.8 and 25.5 ms, respectively, for comparison with the second
and third phases. The normalized spectrums of the first phases
of 55 waveforms and their average were shown in Figure 2B,
which was obtained from the square root of the average of
magnitude-squared spectra of the first phase smoothed with a
Tukey window. An angle-of-arrival analysis was performed to
estimate the arrival angle using the first phase waveforms received
from three vertically placed hydrophones. The arrival angle was
estimated to be approximately ∼14.5◦C, which is very consistent
with the value predicted by Eq. (1) using the sound speed of the
pile (5,950 m/s) used by Zampolli et al. (2013).

Figures 3A,B show the snapshots of the first three pile
driving pulses and their corresponding spectrograms,
respectively, which were acquired at a bottom receiver
positioned approximately 3 m above the seafloor and 639
m from the source in 2017. Impact pile driving noises
were received approximately every 1.2 s. The waveform
was impulse-like and 90% the energy was included within
100 ms, although the reverberant tail lasted until the next
snapshot was received. The beginning of each signal was
broadband but higher-frequency components decayed quickly,
leaving only energy at frequencies of less than ∼2,000 Hz after
∼100 ms (Figure 3B).

Figure 4 shows the ESD averaged for pile driving noise
received by three hydrophones for 200 pile driving pulses for

pile B2 at a point approximately 640 m from the pile. For the
ESD estimates, a time series 1 s long for each impact pile driving
event was extracted such that the main arrival was approximately
0.1 s within the time window. The data were then demeaned
and tapered using a Tukey window with a taper parameter of
0.2. In the ESD, several prominent peaks with a mean frequency
interval of approximately 38 Hz were observed between 80 and
500 Hz, which is the inverse of the time lag between the first
and third phases. Because the estimated time lag was 27.1 ms,
its inverse was approximately 37 Hz, which was consistent with
the frequency interval of peaks of ESD of impact pile driving
noise. The background ambient noise was also measured before
and after the pile driving operation and their PSDs were analyzed
using the same Tukey window used for the ESD analysis, which
was directly compared to the ESD of impact pile driving noise.

Variation of Pile Driving Noise With
Hammer Blows
Hammer blows were repeated until the pile was driven to the
required depth. At early stages of the blow process, called a
soft-start period, the pile was driven with low stroke energy
to induce the escape of marine animals in the vicinity, and
then the hammer energy was gradually increased to reach half
its maximum stroke strength (Robinson et al., 2007). In the
case of pile B2, the hammer blows were repeated 622 times
for 14 min, including the soft-start period corresponding to
the initial 10 hammer blows. Figures 5A,B, respectively, depicts
the measured sound exposure levels and peak sound pressure
levels as a function of the number of hammer blows for 200
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Ensemble average of 55 waveforms acquired by a hydrophone placed 4 m above the water-sediment interface at distances of 15–24 m from the
turbine 17. (B) Normalized amplitude-weighting spectrums estimated from the 55 first phase waveforms and their average spectrum (thick black line), which was
used in the broadband PE simulation.

FIGURE 3 | (A) Time series and (B) the spectrogram of impact pile driving noise measured ∼639 m from the pile and a depth of 3 m above the seafloor.
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FIGURE 4 | Comparison of the spectrum levels between impact pile driving noise for pile B2 and ambient noise. The thick black line represents the depth-averaged
ESD of pile driving noise averaged for 200 snapshots. The thin blue and red lines display the PSD of ambient noise measured before and after the pile driving
operations.

FIGURE 5 | (A) Measured sound exposure levels and (B) peak sound pressure levels as a function of the number of hammer blows. The blue, red, and magenta
circles for both cases represent the values measured at the depths of 3, 5, and 7 m above the seafloor, respectively. Thick black lines indicate the depth-averaged
noise levels.

strokes. Only data prior to the 211th hammer blow were used
because the vessel from which the receiver system was deployed
drifted in ocean currents after the 210th stroke. Data for the
initial 10 blows corresponding to the soft-start period were also

excluded. The value of the sound exposure level at 3, 5, and 7
m above the seafloor were nearly constant, with the values of
148.5 ± 2.1 dB, 148.2 ± 2.1 dB, and 149.1 ± 2.1 dB, respectively.
In the case of peak sound pressure, the difference in depth was
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FIGURE 6 | (A) The sound exposure levels and (B) peak pressure levels estimated as a function of distance (blue, red, and magenta are those measured at 3, 5, and
7 m above the seafloor, respectively) and their comparisons with the regression curves corresponding to 21log r+ C.

slightly larger than that of the sound exposure level, but the
values were stable with respect to the hammer blow number,
showing the values of 170.3 ± 2.2 dB, 169.7 ± 2.1 dB and
173.7 ± 2.1 dB at 3, 5, and 7 m above the seafloor, respectively.
Statistical fluctuations in the level for three depths were in a range
of± 0.5 and± 0.6 dB based on 200 strokes, which were added in
quadrature to the uncertainty of receiving voltage sensitivity of
hydrophone, ± 2.0 dB to estimate the total measurement error
(International Organization for Standardization [ISO], 2017b).
Now, the sound exposure levels and the peak sound pressure
levels for three depths were depth averaged for comparison with
the predictions by DCSM, which were 148.6 ± 2.1 dB and
171.6± 2.8 dB, respectively.

Variation of Pile Driving Noise With
Distance
To investigate the propagation properties of the impact pile
driving noise as a function of distance, measurements were made
at 112, 288, 520, 695, 884, and 2,077 m from turbine 6. Figure 6
shows the measured sound exposure levels and peak sound
pressure levels as a function of distance and their comparisons
with a regression curve based on a simple transmission-loss
model. The pressure levels at 112, 288, and 520 m were estimated
using data collected during the piling work for A1. Those at 695
and 884 m were obtained from the data from pile A2, and the

levels at 2,077 m were obtained from pile B1 data. Blue, red,
and magenta circles represent the noise levels at depths of 3, 5,
and 7 m above the seafloor, respectively. Black circles represent
the depth-averaged noise levels, for which mean values and their
estimated uncertainties are listed in Table 1. Distance errors
caused by ship drifting were negligible, less than ∼10 m. Note
that the difference according to the penetration depth of the pile
into the sediment was not included in the uncertainty of our data.
As mentioned in section “Comparison With Parabolic Equation-
Based Propagation Model,” a trial has been made to measure the
impact pile driving noise from the beginning to the end of the pile
driving process on a single pile at a point ∼640 m away from the
pile. But because the vessel drifted, only data corresponding to the
first 200 stokes could be accepted as data obtained from a single
point. Assuming that the penetration depth of the pile increases
at a constant depth interval for each stoke, the penetration depth
in the sediment layer corresponding to the first 200 stokes ranges
from 0 to 20 m (for reference, the final target penetration depth
of the pile immersed in the water and sediment was 60 m).
The difference in the received noise level due to this difference
in penetration depth was estimated to be less than ± 0.6 dB
(see Figure 5). Dahl and Dall’Osto (2017) estimated that the
difference due to the penetration depth would be on the order of
3 dB based on observations of impact pile driving at range 12 m
during which penetration depth was increasing; this change was
also reflected in their modeling.
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TABLE 1 | Sound exposure levels and peak pressure levels estimated for impact pile driving noise as a function of distance.

Range (m) 112 288 520 695 884 2,077

Waveform number used in analysis 96 88 75 101 93 22

LE (dB) 165.6 ± 2.3 157.2 ± 2.2 151.1 ± 2.2 147.9 ± 2.1 147.5 ± 2.2 139.1 ± 2.2

LP (dB) 189.0 ± 3.0 179.9 ± 2.9 174.8 ± 2.9 169.9 ± 2.9 171.8 ± 3.0 160.9 ± 3.3

The simple transmission-loss model is defined by Nlog r + C,
where N is a spreading constant, and C is an offset constant.
In both cases, the regressive curve that best fitted the data was
21log r, with different arbitrary decibel offsets, which was slightly
higher than the transmission loss for spherical spreading alone
(= 20log r). A strong acoustic interaction with the seafloor due to
a downward radiation of impact pile driving noise appeared to
result in a relatively rapid energy loss with increasing distance.

COMPARISON WITH MODEL
PREDICTIONS

Comparison With Damped Cylindrical
Spreading Model
The DCSM is a simple prediction model defined by Equation
(2) based on cylindrical spreading. Additional loss other than
cylindrical spreading loss is considered with a frequency-
independent decay factor α (in decibels per meter), which is
defined by Lippert et al. (2018):

α =
−10log10(|R|

2)

2Hcotan(θw)
, (7)

where R is a Rayleigh reflection coefficient at the water-sediment
interface (Frisk, 1994). The acoustic parameters used to estimate
the decay factor are listed in Table 2. The sound speed of the
pile was assumed to vary between 5,950 and 6,140 m/s. The
lower bound was a value used in a previous study (Zampolli
et al., 2013). The upper bound was estimated using the pile
driving noise measured at a point 640 m from the pile for pile
B2, which was estimated by dividing the twice the pile length
by the time lag between first and third phases (the inverse
of the frequency interval of the spectrum peaks in ESD in
Figure 4). Because the water depth decreased slightly from 12
m at the piling position to 10 m at 2,100 m, water depths
between 10 and 12 m were considered in Equation (7). The
ranges of sound speed, density, and attenuation in sediment were
determined by a mid-frequency geoacoustic model (Bachman,
1985). Geoacoustic parameters were used to calculate the bottom
reflection coefficient in Equation (7). Figure 7 compares the
depth-averaged sound exposure levels as a function of distance
and the DCSM prediction curve obtained using 288 m as the
reference distance. The model input parameters were randomly
selected in ranges suggested in Table 2 using a Monte Carlo
simulation. A total of 108 random runs were made. The thick
dashed line in Figure 7 represents the model curve predicted
using the best-fit decay factor, which was 6.2 dB/km. Two thin,
gray, dashed lines show the upper and lower bounds of model

predictions, which correspond to decay factors of 3.5 dB/km and
12 dB/km, respectively. The effect of the reference distance on
DCSM accuracy was investigated by Lippert et al. (2018), who
concluded that the DCSM was more or less independent of the
choice of reference distance. The DCSM predictions that best
fitted the measured depth-averaged sound exposure levels were
performed using six distances each as the reference distance. The
model predictions for the five distances except for the reference
distance of 112 m were similar, showing best-fit decay factors
between 5.0 and 6.2 dB/km. However, the best-fit decay factor
predicted using 112 m as the reference distance was 8.8 dB/km,
which was slightly higher than the other cases.

Comparison With Parabolic
Equation-Based Propagation Model
This section compares the measured sound exposure levels with
those predicted by the broadband PE simulation using the RAM.
The frequency band between 50 Hz and 2 kHz was considered,
and the environmental conditions at the site, such as sound speed
in water, bathymetry, and geoacoustic parameters in sediment,
were used as model input. The PE simulation of the impact pile
driving noise was based on the method presented by Reinhall and
Dahl (2011). Because Mach wave propagates along the pile, the
pile was assumed to be a vertical-line array source with directivity
from Equation (1). It was assumed that 120 virtual point sources
were distributed along the pile from 0.5 to 60 m at intervals of 0.5
m because the final penetration length of the pile immersed in the
water and sediment was 60 m.

Figure 8 shows the geometry and bathymetry used in
the PE simulation. Because the surficial sediment at the site
consisted of sand with a mean grain size of 4.0φ, frequency-
dependent dispersion corrections for the sediment sound speed
and sediment attenuation were made based on Biot theory
(Williams et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2009), and the sediment
sound speed from 1,566 to 1,725 m/s and sediment attenuation
from 0.001 to 1.202 dB/m were used within the frequency range

TABLE 2 | Input parameters used for the DCSM predictions.

Parameter Symbol Value (range) References

Sound speed of pile cp 5,950–6,140 m/s Zampolli et al., 2013

Water depth H 10–12 m Measured

Water sound speed cw 1,526–1,531 m/s Measured

Water density ρw 1,024 kg/m3 Bachman, 1985

Sediment sound speed cs 1,669 ± 25 m/s Bachman, 1985

Sediment density ρs 1,800 ± 135 kg/m3 Bachman, 1985

Sediment attenuation αs 0.25 ± 0.05 dB/m Choi and Dahl, 2004
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FIGURE 7 | Measured depth-averaged sound exposure levels (red circles) as a function of distance and a comparison with model predictions. Thick dashed line is
the best-fitted DCSM predictions obtained using a reference range of 288 m. Two thin gray dashed lines represent upper and lower bounds of the DCSM predictions
obtained using decay factors estimated from the combination of input parameters listed in Table 2. The blue solid line represents the depth-averaged sound
exposure level curve predicted by the broadband PE simulation.

FIGURE 8 | Bathymetry of the site and the geometry showing virtual acoustic point sources. The thick solid line in water column represents the sound-speed profile
with depth.

of 50 Hz to 2 kHz. The sediment density was assumed to be
1,800 kg/m3, based on the empirical formula (Bachman, 1985).

The acoustic fields emitted from the pile can be expressed as a
function of frequency at receiver position (r, z):

pi(r, z, f ) =
M∑

m = 1

Gi,m
(
r, z, f

)
A
(
f
)

e−iωτi,m , (8)

where Gi,m(r,z,f ) is Green’s function, which is a point-source
response predicted by the RAM for the m-th point source at
the i-th phase. ω is the angular frequency, and τi,m is the
time delay of m-th point source, which is equal to the time
it takes for the signal generated at the top of the pile source
by hammering to reach the m-th point source. For the first
phase, this corresponds to a depth of the m-th point source
divided by cp. In this study, only the first three phases were
considered because the energies of the subsequent phases were
negligible due to the superposition of reflection loss at the pile-
bottom interface (Reinhall and Dahl, 2011). A(f ) is an amplitude-
weighting spectrum corresponding to the normalized source
spectrum of pile driving noise (see Figure 2B).

The total acoustic field radiated from the pile can be predicted
by the coherent summation of three phases:

P
(
r, z, f

)
= p1

(
r, z, f

)
+ κ2p2(r, z, f )+ κ3p3(r, z, f ) (9)

where κi is the amplitude scaling factor of each phase, which is
related to the reflection coefficient at each end of the pile and
is determined by the amplitude ratio between the first phase
and other phases. In our case, κ2 and κ3 were estimated to be
approximately –0.7 and 0.3, respectively.

The sound exposure level for the broadband signal can be
estimated using Parseval’s theorem (Ainslie, 2010; Dahl and
Dall’Osto, 2017) as follows:

LE (r, z) = −10log10[
1
B

∫
P
(
r, z, f

)
P∗
(
r, z, f

)
df ] + K, (10)

where B is the frequency bandwidth (50 Hz to 2 kHz in the
simulation). The asterisk means a complex conjugate and K is an
offset constant.

Figure 9A shows the PE-simulated acoustic field produced
by the impact pile driving as a function of depth and distance,
in which ρp and cp used in the simulation were 7,700 kg/m3
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FIGURE 9 | (A) PE-simulation of acoustic field produced by the impact pile driving. Hydrophone positions were marked with circles (green, red, and black positions
are 3, 5, and 7 m above the seabed). The brown line represents the water-sediment interface. Water depths gradually decreased as the distance from the pile
increased. (B) Expanded view of the simulated acoustic field with contours up to the distance of 1,000 m. (C) Further expanded view up to distance of 100 m.

and 5,950 m/s, respectively. The offset constant K was 185.9 dB,
which was derived from a least-squares fit between the simulated
acoustic field and the sound exposure levels measured at 18
points marked in Figure 9A. The strong interference patterns
by the Mach cones propagating up and down are seen in the
simulated acoustic field.

The PE outputs were depth-averaged and compared with the
measurements and the DCSM prediction, as shown in Figure 7.
The blue solid line represents the depth-averaged sound exposure
level curve predicted by the broadband PE simulation, which is
also in agreement with the measured sound exposure levels of the
impact pile driving noise. The root mean square errors between
the measurements and model predictions from DCSM and PE
simulation were 2.1, 2.2 dB, respectively. The sound exposure
source levels at 1 m from the pile predicted by the DCSM and

the PE simulations were 184 and 183 dB re 1µPa2s, respectively.
Although the specifications of the hammer and pile were not the
same, the predicted source level was comparable to that reported
previously (Leunissen and Dawson, 2018).

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Impact pile driving noise was measured as a function of distance
on the southwest coast of Korea. Sound exposure levels were
measured at three depths corresponding to 3, 5, and 7 m above
the seafloor at six points at distances of 100–2,100 m and
compared with predictions from the DCSM and broadband PE
simulation. The DCSM is a simple model based on cylindrical
spreading with a decay factor related to the environmental
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FIGURE 10 | (A) A contour map of depth-averaged sound exposure level of impact pile driving noise predicted by the broadband PE model using a sound exposure
source level of 183 dB re 1µPa2s, and (B) the topography of the target area (5 km × 5 km) extracted from the Global Multi-Resolution Topography data.

FIGURE 11 | The relation between peak sound pressure level and sound exposure level estimated from the data recorded at the six distances and three depths
(blue circles). The black line represents the best-fitted regression curve, which is equal to LP = LE + 20.

acoustic properties of the site, producing depth-averaged sound
exposure levels as a function of distance. The broadband PE
simulation predicted the sound exposure levels as a function of
depth and distance, assuming that the pile was a vertical-line
array source with a beam pattern of axisymmetric Mach cone.
The broadband PE simulation results as a function of distance,
obtained using the geoacoustic properties of surficial sediments,
were in close agreement with the measurements. However, it
is necessary to use the geoacoustic information including sub-
bottom layers as model inputs to obtain more accurate model
predictions because the low-frequency sound propagation, which
is a predominant component of pile driving noise, can be greatly
influenced by geoacoustic properties of sub-sediment layers. The
sound exposure levels averaged for three depths were in close
agreement with both model predictions.

Several studies reported that the noise level of pile driving
noise near the seafloor was generally higher than at the sea surface

(Reinhall and Dahl, 2011; Tsouvalas, 2020). However, in our case,
which was measured at approximately 640 m from the pile in
2017, the sound exposure level and the peak pressure level were
the lowest at 5 m above the seafloor, and rather higher at 3 and 7
m above the seafloor, as shown in Figures 5A,B. Figures 9B,C
show the simulated acoustic field as a function of depth and
distance up to a distance of 1,000 m, and its expanded view
up to a distance of 100 m, respectively. Overall, in our case, it
is also simulated to have higher noise levels near the seafloor.
However, there is a variation in the noise level with depth due
to strong acoustic interference of down and upward radiations.
That is, it is simulated that there are layers with somewhat higher
noise levels even in the surface layer at a depth of about 2–3 m
and in the middle layer at a depth of about 6–7 m. The strong
acoustic interaction with the seafloor of the Mach-cone wave
sequence radiating upwards and downwards appears to cause
relatively rapid energy loss with increasing distance, and thus
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the depth-averaged noise level tended to decrease with increasing
distance, following 21log r in our case.

The amplitude scaling factor (κi) in broadband PE simulation
was different from the previous study. Reinhall and Dahl
(2011) estimated the value of κ2 for the second phase to be
approximately− 0.38. They assumed that the reflection at the top
of the pile was subject to the strain relief boundary, and therefore
the third phase was approximately an inverse second phase
without additional amplitude reduction (that is, κ3 ≈ 0.38).
This differs from our results in that the amplitude of the third
phase was somewhat reduced compared with that of the second
phase. The reason for this difference was not evident. However, a
diesel hammer was used in Reinhall and Dahl (2011), whereas
a hydraulic hammer was used in our case. The primary parts
of pile driving system at the top of the pile are the helmet and
hammer. Typically, the helmet consists of several components,
such as a cap, hammer cushion, pile cushion, and striker plate
(Hannigan et al., 2006). The hammer cushion protects the ram
against metal fatigue due to the repetitive shock loads, and the
pile cushion is used to protect the top of the pile (Lucieer, 2000).
Some of components may differ or not exist depending on the
hammer type (Hannigan et al., 2006). The acoustic characteristics
of these components may affect the amplitude of the third phase.
The hammer used in the construction included a plastic hammer
cushion, but there was no pile cushion. However, we do not know
the exact structure of the hammer in more detail.

Based on the model predictions, the sound exposure source
levels were predicted to be approximately 183–184 dB re 1µPa2s.
The spatial distribution of the impact pile driving noise can
be predicted using the broadband PE model. Figure 10A is
a contour map of the depth-averaged sound exposure level
predicted for turbine 6 using a sound exposure source level of
183 dB re 1µPa2s, and Figure 10B depicts the bathymetry of the
site used in the PE simulation, which was extracted from Global
Multi-Resolution Topography data (Ryan et al., 2009). The
sound-speed profile in Figure 8 was used for predictions on the
assumption that the sound-speed profile is spatially identical. The
depth-averaged sound exposure level as a function of distance
was predicted for 36 azimuthal angles at 10◦ intervals for the
turbine-6 position and then interpolated to obtain the contour
map. Combining the spatial distribution simulation result of
the impact pile driving noise with the noise-induced damage
threshold of local marine life, it may be possible to assess the
environmental impact of the wind power plant construction on
marine ecosystems. Yellow croaker (Larimichthys polyactis), for
example, is one of the most abundant fish in the region where
the Southwest offshore wind farm is located (National Institutes
of Fisheries Sciences [NIFS], 2017). Popper (2008) reported
that the Atlantic croaker belonging to the same croaker family
(Sciaenidae), although not the same species as yellow croaker,
detects sounds from 0.1 to 1.0 kHz and is most sensitive at
0.3 kHz. In addition, hearing loss in marine mammals exposed
to loud noise has been investigated in some previous studies.
Nehls et al. (2007) summarized the recommended values for
Temporary Threshold Shift (TTS) and Permanent Threshold
Shift (PTS) in the results of Ketten and Finneran (2004). In other
words, for cetaceans, TTS and PTS were recommended at 183

and 215 dB re 1µPa2s in sound exposure level, respectively, and
the TTS for Pinnipeds was recommended at 163 dB re 1µPa2s
in sound exposure level. Applying the TTS for Pinnipeds to the
spatial distribution simulation results, the spatial extent that can
affect the TTS for Pinnipeds can be estimated with a radius of
about 0.11–0.14 km from the pile. However, the physical damage
to marine life due to anthropogenic noise should be carefully
discussed through multidisciplinary assessments.

Finally, the relation between the peak sound pressure level
and the sound exposure level was investigated. Previous studies
(Galindo-Romero et al., 2015; Lippert et al., 2015) used a linear
regression curve equation, which is given by LP = ALE +

B, where A and B are empirical constants. Figure 11 depicts
the relationship between peak sound pressure levels and sound
exposure levels of the impact pile driving noise measured at three
depths and six distances, and the best-fitted regression curve line
obtained using constants for A and B of 1.0 and 20, respectively.
The constant values are somewhat different from those presented
in Lippert et al. (2015). However, this difference was reasonable
because both constants are related to environmental properties
and pile characteristics. That is, the constant A is related to the
change of peak value with energy change and thus is related to
the properties of the waveguide. The constant B is a variable
that determines the initial relationship between the peak sound
pressure level and the sound exposure level, and is thus related to
source attributes such as pile and hammer characteristics (Lippert
et al., 2015). Because the broadband PE simulation predicted the
sound exposure source level to be∼183 dB re 1µPa2s, the source
peak sound pressure level at 1 m was estimated to be 203 dB
re 1µPa using the best-fitted regression curve.

Over the last century, as human activities in the ocean have
increased, so has underwater ambient noise (Dahl et al., 2007;
Slabbekoorn et al., 2010; Chapman and Price, 2011; Frisk, 2012),
in part due to offshore wind power plants construction activities.
It is therefore important to assess the noise impact, including the
measurements of pile driving noise levels, and investigate their
propagation properties as a function of distance in an underwater
waveguide. In this paper, impact pile driving noise was measured
and analyzed in one specific area off the Korea peninsula, but
the effects of noise generated by various piles and hammers
on the marine environment should be continuously investigated
in various area.
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